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Why  do  states  seek  or  forego  nuclear
weapons?  Why  are  there  only  nine  nuclear
weapons states rather than many more as schol‐
ars and statesmen expected at various points in
the past? Why did four countries renounce their
nuclear  arsenals  and many others  abandon the
development of nuclear weapons? And why have
nuclear  weapons  apparently  been  unattractive
for the large majority of states? The engagement
of scholars with these puzzles of nuclear prolifer‐
ation has produced a substantial body of studies
that focus on the external environment of states,
their domestic characteristics, or the characteris‐
tics of individual decision makers. In their book
Nuclear Politics: The Strategic Causes of Prolifer‐
ation,  Alexandre Debs and Nuno P. Monteiro in‐
troduce  a  new  and  sophisticated  theoretical
framework in the tradition of realist theories of
international relations and accordingly locate the
relevant factors for the (non-)acquisition of nucle‐
ar weapons in the security environment of states. 

This  book comes at  a  crucial  point  in  time.
Russia’s  interventionism,  North Korea’s  push to‐
ward a nuclear deterrent, and uncertainty regard‐
ing US security commitments in view of President
Donald  Trump’s  pledge  to  put  “America  First”
have reignited debates about autonomous nuclear
arsenals in South Korea, Japan, and Germany.[1]

In addition, countries in the Middle East still wor‐
ry  about  the  Iranian  nuclear  program  and  the
long-term perspective of a latent or manifest nu‐
clear-weapons capability in Iran. A fresh look at
security-related factors that shape the willingness
and  opportunity  of  states  to  acquire  nuclear
weapons is therefore highly relevant for scholars
and decision makers. 

The strategic theory of proliferation that Debs
and Monteiro introduce in Nuclear Politics pro‐
ceeds from the argument that an understanding
of  nuclear  proliferation  requires  scholars  to
broaden  their  focus  from  individual  (potential)
proliferators  to  “the  interaction between all  the
states involved in, and affected by, the spread of
nuclear weapons” (p. 4). So their theory addresses
the interaction between proliferators, their adver‐
saries, and their allies. Rooting their work in ra‐
tional-choice theory,  Debs and Monteiro assume
that the behavior of these actors follows a calcula‐
tion of costs and benefits. Accordingly, they argue
that  “a  state  will  be  willing  to  proliferate only
when  the  security  benefit  of  proliferation  is
greater than this cost.” How adversaries and allies
react to the nuclear ambitions of a state also fol‐
lows from appraisals of costs and benefits. For ex‐
ample, “it will only be rational for an adversary to
launch  a  counterproliferation  preventive  war  if



this action is less costly than the consequences of
allowing the state to build nuclear weapons” (p.
6). 

At the core of the theory is the argument that
the acquisition of nuclear weapons hinges on the
willingness and the opportunity of a state. These
two dimensions in turn depend “on three under‐
lying  strategic  variables:  the  level  of  security
threat [a state] faces,  its relative power vis-à-vis
its adversaries, and the level of reliability of allied
commitments to its security” (p. 7). As the authors
emphasize in the section on research design, they
do  not  understand  these  variables  in  an  objec‐
tivist-materialist sense, but—given a host of prob‐
lems with their measurement—they rather focus
on  how  key  decision  makers  perceive  external
threats, conventional power, and the reliability of
allies. 

Debs and Monteiro identify two constellations
of these variables that are conducive for nuclear
acquisition, or two “causal pathways to prolifera‐
tion.” As they emphasize, “these are the only con‐
figurations of the strategic environment that are
likely to result in nuclear proliferation” (p. 57). In
the first pathway, a state develops the willingness
to acquire nuclear weapons in view of a serious
security threat and the absence of an external “se‐
curity sponsor.” In addition, conventional power
gives the state the opportunity to implement a nu‐
clear weapons program because it raises the costs
for preventive strikes by its enemies (e.g., the case
of  the  Soviet  Union).  This  leads  the  authors  to
challenge the widespread argument that nuclear
weapons are especially attractive for weak coun‐
tries. They argue instead that “the weak are un‐
likely to get them”; “weak unprotected states may
have the willingness, but will not have the oppor‐
tunity to acquire the bomb,” because they are vul‐
nerable  to  external  military  intervention  (e.g.,
Iraq and Iran) (pp. 46, 59). In the second pathway,
a state’s willingness to acquire nuclear weapons
develops in view of external security threats and
unreliable security guarantees of an ally.  In this

case, the opportunity to proliferate follows from
relative  conventional  strength  or  the  appraisal
that  the  commitment  of  the  ally  is  sufficiently
high to make external military intervention very
costly for adversaries. Whether and how an ally
seeks to deter the proliferation attempt of its pro‐
tégé eventually depends on the perceived risk of
escalation following from the acquisition of nucle‐
ar weapons and the conventional strength of the
proliferator. A high risk of escalation will induce
an  ally  to  counter  the  ambitions  of  its  protégé
(e.g.,  the  case  of  Germany),  whereas  a  low risk
will lead an ally to tolerate them (e.g., the case of
France). As for the ways and means that allies use
to thwart the nuclearization of their protégé, the
authors  argue  that  a  sticks-based  approach  is
more likely to be effective against weak protégés,
whereas a carrots-based approach is more likely
to work against stronger protégés. 

The authors then test their theory with a re‐
search design that proceeds in two steps. In a first
step (chapter 3), they focus on the empirical pat‐
tern  of  nuclear  proliferation  and  quantitative
measures of their key variables and find that this
pattern supports their theoretical framework. In a
second step (chapters 4-6), they use a comparative
research design and process tracing in an impres‐
sive number of sixteen cases studies. To the best
of my knowledge, no other work in the literature
on the causes of  nuclear proliferation covers so
much  ground.[2]  Yet  the  book  also  includes  a
number of aspects that require further thought. 

First, Debs and Monteiro argue that “the key
to understanding nuclear proliferation is to char‐
acterize the attractiveness of nuclear weapons for
the potential proliferator, the credibility of an ad‐
versary’s threat of preventive war, and the effec‐
tiveness of an ally’s guarantees of protection and
threats of abandonment” (emphasis added, p. 35).
In their theoretical framework, the attractiveness
of nuclear weapons follows from a variable and a
constant: the perception of a state’s security envi‐
ronment  is  the  variable,  fundamental  assump‐
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tions about the nature of nuclear weapons are the
constant.  As far as the latter is concerned, Debs
and Monteiro note that  they “rely solely on the
consensual  assumption  that  nuclear  possession
boosts the ability of the state to deter aggression
on its territory and the uncontroversial view that
a nuclear arsenal is also of some use in deterring
escalatory threats issued against the state in re‐
sponse to actions it  undertakes in pursuit  of  its
other goals” (p. 40).[3] Yet, at the same time, their
case  studies  suggest  that  state  leaders  have  not
universally held these assumptions and that the
assumptions of leaders have changed over time.
In their case study of China, Debs and Monteiro
outline that Mao Zedong’s assumption about the
nature of military conflict “were not a priori con‐
ducive to a nuclear-weapon program” and that he
only warmed to nuclear weapons in view of nu‐
clear  threats  by  the  United  States  (p.  197).  So,
counterfactually,  Mao’s  thoughts  could  have  de‐
veloped differently  in  the  absence of  a  military
confrontation  between  China  and  the  United
States  on  the  Korean  Peninsula.  In  their  case
study on Sweden, the authors quote then-foreign
minister Östen Undén as noting in a memo that “if
Sweden  managed  to  produce  atomic  bombs—
which  by  their  nature  are  highly  offensive
weapons—our  territory  would  become  a  more
dangerous neighborhood as seen from the Soviet
Union, as Sweden could become [sic] forced into a
war because  of  pressure  from western powers”
(p.  184).  So  in  this  understanding,  nuclear
weapons are not an asset or a means of enhanc‐
ing a state’s security but rather a liability as they
invite foreign intervention due to their offensive
nature. As Annette Messemer notes in her study
of  Konrad Adenauer’s  engagement  with  nuclear
weapons,  Germany’s  chancellor  “concluded  that
nuclear weapons might deter a war at a nuclear
level, and even play some role in deterring con‐
flict at the conventional level, [but] was convinced
that they could not credibly serve as a deterrent
at  all  levels  of  possible aggression.”[4]  This  sug‐
gests that assumptions about the nature of nucle‐

ar weapons vary between actors and over time, as
do perceptions of a state’s security environment.
In  the  case  study  on  Germany’s  nuclear  ambi‐
tions,  Debs  and  Monteiro  note  that  “of  course,
German leaders were not unanimously in favor of
nuclear acquisition,” but “during the relevant pe‐
riod, the key West German leaders were actively
pronuclear” (p. 401n198). Yet, in a counterfactual
scenario,  what would have happened if  the key
West  German leaders  had been vehemently  op‐
posed  to  nuclear  weapons  on  grounds  of  their
perceived immorality or ineffectiveness? 

As  a  next  step  in  the  development  of  this
strategic  theory,  the  attractiveness  of  nuclear
weapons could be conceived as a product.  A re‐
fined  version  of  the  strategic  theory  of  nuclear
proliferation should conceive the attractiveness of
nuclear weapons as the result of perceptions re‐
garding  the  necessity and  utility  of  nuclear
weapons. Different perceptions of utility could be
located  on  a  continuum  that  ranges  from  high
utility  (nuclear  weapons  as  instruments  of  war
fighting and deterrence) over medium utility (nu‐
clear  weapons  as  instruments  of  deterrence)  to
low/no utility (nuclear weapons as ineffective or
immoral weapons). 

Second, the threat or use of counterprolifera‐
tion measures plays an important role in the theo‐
retical  framework of  Nuclear Politics. Debs and
Monteiro define “counterproliferation” as “any at‐
tempt to prevent a country from acquiring nucle‐
ar weapons by threatening (implicity or explicitly)
with military action.” In contrast to counterprolif‐
eration,  they  understand  “nonproliferation”  as
“any  measure  designed  to  deter  proliferation
without  the  threat  of  military  force.  Whereas
counterproliferation tends to be used vis-à-vis ad‐
versaries, nonproliferation is the usual approach
towards  nucleariziation  attempts  by  allied  and
friendly states”  (p.  2n3).  This  definition conveys
an overly narrow understanding of counterprolif‐
eration, which actually includes a broad range of
measures, such as engagement, sanctions, and the
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use of force with varying degrees of intensity. The
authors also point to this range of measures when
they note in chapter 2 that adversaries “will  re‐
sort  to  different  counterproliferation  measures,
up to and including preventive war” (p.  35;  see
also p. 38). In their case studies of Iran and Iraq,
they also mention combinations of sanctions and
threats of military force. In my view, Mark Fitz‐
patrick offers a more suitable distinction between
nonproliferation as all the measures that seek to
prevent a state from acquiring nuclear weapons
and  counterproliferation  as  the  measures  that
states  use  “when prevention fails.”  So,  “the  dis‐
tinction lies  in  the  timing and purpose,  not  the
measures  themselves,”  although  this  distinction
also  has  its  problems,  as  Fitzpatrick  acknowl‐
edges.[5] 

In line with their definition of counterprolif‐
eration, Debs and Monteiro state that the “efficacy
of softer counter- and nonproliferation measures
depends on the underlying credibility of threats
to use military force against or in support of the
potential  proliferator”  (pp.  38-39).  In  particular,
they  argue  that  the  tandem  of  sanctions  and
threats with the use of force is effective in coun‐
tering proliferation. In the case of Iraq, for exam‐
ple,  “the United States  was able to  impose crip‐
pling  sanctions  ...  that—along  with  the  ever-
present  threat  of  force—effectively  terminated
[Iraq’s] nuclear program” (p. 83; see also p. 141).
In the case of Iran, Debs and Monteiro argue like‐
wise that  “a  robust  sanctions regime backed by
the threat of military action” forced Iran to back
down (p. 173). In my view, the authors overdraw
the dependence of the effectiveness of sanctions
on accompanying threats with military force, and
thus risk neglecting other factors that may have
an impact on the efficacy of sanctions. Iran’s ac‐
ceptance to limit its nuclear program through the
2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action is a good
case in point: it seems that the severe economic
consequences  of  sanctions  (especially  after  the
European  Union  had  hardened  its  sanction
regime), diplomatic efforts of European countries

and EU representatives, and the changing leader‐
ship in both the United States and Iran were key
factors that led to the nuclear accord. On the oth‐
er hand, there are reasons to suspect that Iranian
decision makers may have doubted the credibility
of a preventive use of force by the United States.
President Barack Obama had pledged to end two
costly and unpopular wars and to scale back in‐
volvement in the Middle East. In the case of an at‐
tack against its nuclear facilities, Iran would prob‐
ably have reacted with direct attacks against US
installations  or  allies  in  the  region,  indirect  at‐
tacks through Shiite militia in Iraq or Hezbollah
in Israel,  or attempts to block the Strait  of  Hor‐
muz. So an attack against Iran would have aggra‐
vated  regional  conflicts  and  drawn  the  United
States even deeper into them, which raises ques‐
tions about the credibility of US military interven‐
tion. 

As a minor aspect, this capacity for asymmet‐
ric retaliation also challenges the authors’ under‐
standing of (military) power. As they note in the
conclusion,  “only powerful  U.S.  adversaries—
those  capable  of  putting  up a  good fight  in  the
case of U.S. preventive counterproliferation mili‐
tary  action—are  likely  to  acquire  nuclear
weapons” (p. 450).  Iran’s armed forces are obvi‐
ously considerably smaller and less technological‐
ly advanced than US forces and so it is question‐
able whether Tehran could actually put up a good
fight with the United States. Yet the various ways
through which Iran can engage in asymmetric re‐
taliation also increase the costs of preventive ac‐
tion and thus affect the cost-benefit calculations of
its adversaries. 

Third and finally,  although I  agree with the
authors  that  “the  United  States  has  been at the
forefront of efforts to stymie the spread of nuclear
weapons”  (p.  1),  I  think that  Nuclear  Politics is
overly focused on the United States or geared to‐
ward a US audience (see, in particular, the intro‐
duction and conclusion, which includes a section
titled “Implications for U.S. Nonproliferation Poli‐
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cy”). This focus also makes sense in the context of
the  theoretical  framework  and  its  emphasis  on
military power. Nevertheless, it would have been
worthwhile  to  think about the implications that
the book may have for actors beyond the United
States and, in particular, for the EU and its mem‐
ber  states,  which have also  been very active  in
containing the spread of nuclear weapons. 

Notwithstanding these issues, Nuclear Politics
makes  a  highly  ambitious,  theoretically  innova‐
tive, and empirically rich contribution to the liter‐
ature on the causes of nuclear proliferation. It of‐
fers a very elaborate,  security-based perspective
on the decision of states to seek or forego nuclear
weapons and will be an important point of depar‐
ture for further studies. 
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